Experts, further reading and watching

Experts in this field:

**Dr. Brenda Bartelink**, Faculty of Theology and Religious Studies, Rijksuniversiteit Groningen, ([https://www.rug.nl/staff/b.e.bartelink/](https://www.rug.nl/staff/b.e.bartelink/)) is currently working on a postdoc on Engaging Religious leaders in the response to Harmfull Cultural Practices. The role of faith-based development organisations. She is also involved in the NWO research project 'Sexuality, Religion and Secularism. Cultural encounters in the African Diaspora in the Netherlands.'

**Prof. Ruard Ganzevoort**, Faculty of Theology VU, ([https://research.vu.nl/en/persons/rr-ganzevoort](https://research.vu.nl/en/persons/rr-ganzevoort)), Expert on sexual diversity and religion, projectleader of the program on Homosexuality and religion Contested Privates ([http://www.livedreligion.org/cultures/projects/contested-privates/](http://www.livedreligion.org/cultures/projects/contested-privates/)). This NWO-funded project is a collaboration of the Amsterdam Center for the Study of Lived Religion (VU) and the Chair of Religion and Gender, Faculty of Humanities, Utrecht University. Researchers include Ruard Ganzevoort and Anne-Marie Korte (project leaders), Mariecke van den Berg, David Bos (post doc researchers), Marco Derks (PhD candidate).


Reading:

In Dutch:
Zwijgen is zonde, Rutgers
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Watching:
The short movie Dutch Lessons in Love shows the cultural and historical context that shaped Rutgers as an organization: [https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=50izsaMwcrs&feature=youtu.be](https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=50izsaMwcrs&feature=youtu.be)